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When you own a Lexus, 

people understand instantly 

that your expectations of 

quality are uncompromising. 

In this year’s Lexus Collection™, 

you will find we’ve upheld an 

equally high standard of 

excellence. Each item has 

been thoughtfully chosen as 

an example of the very best  

of its kind. Each celebrates  

a craft in its purest form,  

and each demonstrates  

how design can elevate the 

merely functional to the truly 

exceptional. Enjoy.

                                    THE REFLECTION OF

PERFECTION
           

Cover: If you want your wish to be their command, hold them spellbound with the mesmerizing BaCCarat®  HypnotIC rIng. Stunningly clear pure-lead crystal set in silver. 

Each ring is unique and may vary slightly. 00625-19079-599  $450.00   Wrist factor—made by hand in exquisite full-lead crystal, the elegant BaCCarat galEt BraCElEt  

is as much a work of art as it is a fashion accessory. let its distinguished cachet speak for itself, with a tantalizing expression that is pure Baccarat. 00625-19079-499  $370.00

lS 460l in Mercury Metallic. Vehicle shown with optional equipment. 
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Even first-class passengers will have to take a back seat when you wrap yourself in  

the lavish coziness of this Armand �iradourian Cashmere IndulgenCe Throw.  

Then it’s lights out behind the cashmere eye mask, included in this set. Its cashmere  

travel satchel, embroidered with the distinctive Lexus logo, stows neatly in your carry-on. 

Rest assured, you’ll be flying high. Camel:  00625-19081-200  $450.00

The 2007 ls 460l: A new standard  

of luxury. Featuring the world’s first   

8-speed automatic transmission  

for seamless, more fuel-efficient 

acceleration. Rear-seat comfort is 

accentuated by over four inches 

of additional legroom and an optional 

right-rear-seat power recliner, massager 

and leg rest (as seen at left). The superb 

performance is driven by a 4.6-liter, 

�80-hp V8. �estined to please the 

most sophisticated audiences, the new 

LS is truly a command performance.

Vehicle shown with optional equipment.

DISCERNING IN ITS INDULGENCE.
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Armand �iradourian, the premier name in luxurious cashmere, offers this full line of warm and wonderfully 

luxurious Cashmere IndulgenCe hooded sweaTers. In sizes for men, women and children. Convenient 

cashmere storage pouch, embroidered with distinctive Lexus logo,  included.  S-L  Women’s, in Mushroom Brown: 

00625-19081-09*  $��0.00  M-XL  Men’s, in Grey Flannel:  00625-19080-99*  $�70.00  S-L  Children’s, in 

Ivory: 00625-19081-19*  $290.00

BEAUTIFUL IN ITS SIMPLICITY.
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Counterclockwise from top left: Subtly 

sophisticated, the monTblanC maTTe 

sTeel Key rIng features matte-brushed 

stainless steel and black leather fob with 

contrast stitching. 00625-19078-599  

$80.00  The monTblanC sIlver-PlaTed 

memo Pad is etched with the Montblanc 

classic signet, representing a high standard  

of excellence. May your notes be equally 

superlative. 00625-19069-799  $150.00 

First-class status on a black leather strap. 

Button down your accessories and travel  

with style with the monTblanC luggage 

Tag. 00625-19079-299  $75.00  At the 

head of the line, you’ll find a new generation  

of writing instruments for the next generation 

of leaders. The monTblanC sTarwalKer 

FIne lIner. In Montblanc’s signature black 

resin, with chrome-plated accents. Knurled 

grip. 00625-19076-�99  $295.00    

Refined and regal, the monTblanC 

Carbon ColleCTIon Key rIng features 

matte-brushed stainless steel with a black 

carbon inlay. 00625-19078-499  $240.00

monTblanC Carbon CuFF lInKs take 

formal wear to the next level. Matte-brushed 

stainless steel with black carbon inlay give a 

cosmopolitan presence to these handsomely 

detailed accessories. 00625-19079-099   

$190.00  The monTblanC Travel 

CloCK makes the perfect gift for the  

jet-setting executive in your life, or a superb 

thank-you for a job well done. Lizard-

embossed calf leather complements  

a handsome face. Alarm function.  

00625-19070-199  $295.00

STUNNING IN ITS SHAPE.
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Wrap yourself in luxury with the 

elegant lexus PassIone sCarF, 

made in Italy, and designed 

exclusively for Lexus. Espresso  

with complementary accents: 

00625-19081-400  $225.00
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BRILLIANT IN ITS DETAIL.

Presentation is the art of the game:  

These ITalIan leaTher arTe & 

CuoIo busIness-Card walleTs 

show that, yes, you’re playing to win. 

Arte & Cuoio is known for products  

of the highest-quality Italian leather, 

procured from Santa Croce sull’Arno, 

and Ponte at Egola between Florence 

and Pisa. Brown:  00625-19079-800, 

Fuchsia:  00625-19080-200, 

Periwinkle:  00625-19080-400, 

Black:  00625-19079-900, Orange: 

00625-19080-�00, Blue:  00625-

19080-100,  Red:  00625-19080-

000  $�7.00  

Clean and classic, the balmaIn  

erquI rollerball. Matte brush-

finished cap, polished stem. European 

black ink rollerball pen. Includes Balmain 

gift box. Silver:  00625-19076-200  

$15.00

Opposite: Give your pictures the  

edge they deserve with the sterling 

silver PamPalonI arT box Frame. 

Its effortless artistry transforms a 

photograph into a keepsake, or  

a small work of art into a treasure.  

00625-19067-600  $500.00

A tasteful accent. The simple beauty 

of the lexus arIa deCanTer, with 

its radiant crystal and distinctive sterling 

silver stopper, makes it an objet d’art, 

suitable for the finest of homes.  

00625-19081-900  $400.00 
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CLEAR IN ITS PURPOSE.
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When the trip lasts longer than a hot cup of coffee, the CuTTer & buCK® 

Journey boTTle with one-hand, push-button, pour-spout action comes to  

the rescue. 16-oz. capacity. Stainless steel/brown leather:  00625-19070-400  

$49.00  High-test only, please. The exclusive CuTTer & buCK leaTher- 

wraP mug includes a stainless steel lid with polished lip and thumb-slide  

closure. Both genuine leather wraps with debossed Lexus logo are easily 

removable before washing. 00625-19070-500  $�9.00

Opposite:  The essence of urban sensibility, our nICole mIller Chelsea 

leaTher JaCKeT is just the ticket for every occasion. Ultra-supple leather, 

zippered slash pockets and zippered cuffs. Sleek…and chic. Women’s only,  

S–XL  Black:  00625-19075-09*  $295.00  It’s hardly a jungle out there  

when you’re enjoying the sensational raInForesT mICrosuede JaCKeT. 

Tightly woven microfibers create a supple yet strong barrier to wind and rain.  

With two-button cuffs and a plush fur-like lining for the upper torso. And for  

the urban guerrilla, there’s even a cell-phone pocket inside. M–XXL  Black:  

00625-1907�-29*  $225.00 When you’re in to win, the greg norman 

weaTherKnIT shIrT has its game on. Play�ry™ technology helps keep your 

body dry, your swing smooth and your game hot. Inside, advanced wicking  

helps moisture evaporate quicker so you feel cooler. Outside, Weatherknit  

fabric repels wind and water, while UV-cutting agents minimize harmful UV 

radiation. M–XXL  Black:  00625-19072-59*  $54.00

Counterclockwise from left: �ive to the depths of perfection. �esigned exclusively 

for Lexus, the stainless steel Is 350 waTCh is for the adventurous soul. It features 

a two-dial stopwatch and water resistance to a depth of ��0 feet. A raised silver 

Lexus logo bespeaks its quality construction. 00625-19055-500  $250.00  

Seconds come first—with this sleek chronometer, you can track time in one-second 

increments, up to one hour. The lexus eTernITy waTCh in silver-tone stainless 

steel with black crocodile-textured strap, and three sub dials. Tachymeter feature. 

Black lacquer gift box. 00625-19070-000  $198.00  This classically designed 

bCbg max azrIa® Toggle waTCh features rose gold–plated accents on the 

hands, dial and toggle clasp. The band is a handsome bracelet chain, making the 

watch itself a fashion necessity. Scratch-resistant crystal. 00625-19069-900  

$160.00 The stylishly elegant bCbg max azrIa double sTraP waTCh will 

have others doing a double-take when they notice the multi-strand leather band 

actually wraps twice around your wrist. It’s a trendy twist that’s worth a second 

look. Scratch-resistant mineral crystal. 00625-19069-800  $150.00  The white 

time—the bCbg max azrIa square FaCe waTCh is fun in motion, from the 

wrought-iron character of its numerals to its creamy crocodile leather strap. Its 

unique square face provides a constant reminder that a good time is right around 

the corner. 00625-1906�-000  $150.00 



With rich earth-tone highlights and detailed needlework, the robust

character of the lexus verITas TIe confers a marque of distinction.

�esigned and produced exclusively for Lexus in Italy. Charcoal: 

00625-19081-�00 $95.00

The 2007 gs 450h: The world’s first high-performance hybrid sedan.  

It is faster, yet more efficient. It has greater horsepower, yet uses less 

fuel. It performs like a rear-wheel-drive-powered V8, yet meets the 

requirements of a Super Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle. It’s an inspired 

paradox of engineering, giving more to the driver, but taking less from 

the world. Vehicle shown with optional equipment.  

UNDERSTATED IN ITS ELEGANCE.
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FOCUSED IN ITS AIM.
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When it’s time to dress it down, this structured greg norman 

CresTIng CaP with reinforced front panels and Velcro® closure 

promises the perfect choice for casual Lexus style.  Black:  00625-

19072-000  $16.00  The sanded microfibers of the Pebble 

beaCh® wIndshIrT create a luxuriously soft fabric. Offering  

a Teflon® coating for water and stain resistance, this exclusive is 

made complete with the signature Pebble Beach Heritage logo.   

M–XXL  Black:  00625-19056-89*  $79.50    Reflective center-

seam piping and brim edge, and felt patch with �-� Lexus logo add 

an extra dimension of boldness to this 6-panel structured olIve 

TwIll CaP.  00625-19071-400  $�5.00  And for the ultimate in 

activewear, we bring you the CuTTer & buCK dryTeCh shIrT. Its 

technologically advanced fabric is blended with 51% combed 

cotton for breathability, and spandex enhancement for optimum 

flexibility. M–XXL  Olive:  00625-19074-19*  $79.00 

Models of perfection: Cars such as these exquisitely detailed  

1:18 scale lexus gs 430 dIe-CasT models and lexus Is  

350 dIe-CasT model have long been prized by collectors of all 

ages. An exclusively numbered Certificate of Authenticity verifies 

its heritage as part of a limited edition. Matador Red Mica GS 

4�0: 00625-19056-700  $60.00 Mercury Metallic GS 4�0: 

00625-19056-600  $60.00  Black Onyx IS �50: 00625-

19078-600  $60.00.  

Opposite, counterclockwise from upper left:  Bring perfection to 

your game with the lexus 430 TvC ComPo drIver. Created 

exclusively for Lexus, it features a TVC titanium-and-graphite 

composite crown. Blue Thunder® Tour 50 shaft. Available with  

stiff or regular shaft. Head volume: 45 cc. Length: 45".  Loft: 10.5°.  

A Lexus Collection exclusive. Metallic black:  00625-19065-599  

$500.00  There is no element of randomness in this sCoTTy 

Cameron PuTTer. His artistry and craftsmanship make putting 

a purely personal expression and his motto, “There has to be 

a better way,” breathes life into this balanced and beautiful club. In

��” or �5”.  00625-19074-799  $�25.00  The lexus 430 CTm 

sTeel FaIrway no. 3 wood unloads a crushing 140 cc’s of 

clubhead via its Blue Thunder 6�g shaft. Of course it’s legal, with a 

15°  loft and 4�" overall length. Still, you may want to bring the club 

specs in case your golf buddies want a shot at the action. 00625-

19055-099  $275.00  Measuring a whopping 460 cc’s, the 

Callaway® x460® TI drIver is the largest allowable under the 

rules of golf. Patented Variable Face Thickness (VFT®) Technology 

takes ball speed to the edge of the USGA’s legal limit. Stand back. 

00625-19074-899  $�50.00       

 



Perfectly comfortable, casual and distinct. The Pebble beaCh mICrosuede JaCKeT proudly bears its namesake’s 

Heritage logo. Weathers wind, rain and cool climates. Zippered pockets. Elastic cuffs and waist. M–XXL  Willow:

00625-19056-99*  $95.00  For pique performance, you’ll find our finely spun cotton yields ideal weight and 

comfort in the Pebble beaCh PIque Polo. 100% pima cotton, designed to wick moisture away from the  

body for exceptional comfort. S–XXL  Sage:  00625-19074-69*  $65.00  Opposite: Triple-bag it with the  

burTon TrIad sTand bag. It features an innovative �-point handling system. Additional handles at the front  

and base make maneuvering effortless. 10 pockets for easy access, 6-way full-length dividers, and hood. 6.25  

lbs.  Black:  00625-19079-100  $1�9.00  HEX Aerodynamics is a quantum leap in cover geometry that eliminates 

flat spots on the surface of these Callaway hx® hoT balls. Each hexagon has �8 facets for wind-penetrating  

flight and improved low-speed lift. With Lexus logo. One dozen. 00625-19060-700  $40.00

“America’s #1.” That’s what golf digest® magazine had to say  

about Pebble Beach Golf Links, and that’s just what this prewashed, 

unstructured Pebble beaCh CaP commemorates. Includes 

Pebble Beach hat clip with Lexus ball marker. Grey/Taupe: 00625- 

19072-200  $�5.00  For the visibility you deserve, make them 

mauI JIm® maKaha sunglasses. Patented PolarizedPlus® 

technology eliminates glare from above, below and behind, and 

blocks UV.CLEARSHELL® scratch-resistant coating. Lexus logo 

on lens cloth. Black frame/black lens:  00625-1907�-600  $149.00  

The serengeTI naPolI® avIaTors with photochromic lenses 

minimize fatigue and eye strain. These versatile sunglasses adjust 

to changing light conditions, making them a favorite of professional 

drivers and airline pilots the world over. Lexus logo on lens cloth. 

Espresso frame/tan lens:  00625-1907�-500  $189.00  

UNCOMPROMISING IN ITS APPROACH.
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CONFIDENT IN ITS STYLE. 

The lexus v-Flex CaP is ready when you are. Its six-panel,  

low-profile structured cap has a 98% cotton, 2% spandex twill 

stretch-closure construction for a quick fit. Grey/Black:  00625-

19071-700  $25.00  Our loose-fitting ben hogan® sPorT 

shIrT—an exquisite shirt of 100% double-mercerized cotton—is 

comfortable, breathable and machine-washable, as only 100% 

cotton can be. Elastic trim at neck and cuffs. M–XXL  Wine:  

00625-19072-�9*  $79.00  Life happens fast, so keep your 

geTaway weeKender packed and ready to go. This top- 

grain leather overnight carryall features a large, lined main 

compartment with deluxe organizer. Shoulder strap included. 

Café:  00625-19069-200  $2�0.00  Our ben hogan 

sTrIPed Polo is a fine blend of warm tones. 100% cotton with 

fine stitching and dull pearlescent shell buttons. Ben Hogan’s 

signature is subtly embroidered on the right arm, with the Lexus 

logo on the left. M–XXL  Taupe:  00625-19074-09*  $89.00 

Opposite: Life’s a party. Get it started with this dependable 

ChamPagne CorKer, guaranteed to pop your top. 

Handmade in Italy by the world-renowned Pampaloni 

Silversmiths. 00625-19082-200  $250.00  This sterling silver 

wIne TasTIng CuP is always at the ready. It makes a great 

conversation piece, recalling a time when cellar masters of 

Burgundy would sample wine in dark, candle-lit cellars. 

Handmade in Italy by world-renowned Pampaloni Silversmiths. 

00625-19082-100  $260.00  Add a splash of color to the party 

(and know whose glass is whose) with these unique, exclusive 

Carlo moreTTI Tumblers. As with all art, the designs of 

these handblown glasses are one of a kind and will vary slightly. 

Set of four.  00625-19082-000  $600.00  
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PLAYFUL IN ITS ATTITUDE.

Fit for a king, but made for a royal four-legged friend, the rugged 

lexus Kennel Club PeT CarrIer in Italian leather is sturdy 

enough to provide a protective enclosure for your coveted canine. 

�esigned for smaller dogs up to 6 lbs.  Red:  00625-19080-599  

$564.00  

Specially tanned for rugged construction, the lexus Kennel  

Club leaTher dog bed offers a comfortable resting place 

for man’s best friend, in a style appropriate for finer homes. These 

beds feature two-layer stitched leather with an oval  resting pad, and 

are custom-made in Italy upon placing your order. S, M, L  Black, Clay 

(not shown) or Red.   

Black:   Small:   00625-19080-699  $560.00

 Medium:  00625-19080-799  $7�8.00

 Large:   00625-19080-899  $1,008.00

Clay:  Small:   00625-19082-699  $560.00

 Medium:  00625-19082-799  $7�8.00

 Large:   00625-19082-899  $1,008.00

Red:  Small:   00625-19082-�99  $560.00

 Medium:  00625-19082-499  $7�8.00

 Large:   00625-19082-599  $1,008.00

Opposite:  Bring a little sunshine to every rainy day. Our Candy 

doT gIrl’s umbrella has a 100% chance of showering passersby 

with some sweet sunshine. Pink:  00625-19077-500  $18.95  Here’s 

a fun and fuzzy buddy who never begs for his supper.  Say “hello” to 

your new purebred friend, sPunKy dog. He gets his pedigree from 

Gund®, and wears a white ribbon with a Lexus logo like any dog with 

good breeding. 12” 00625-19065-200  $27.50  He’s lITTle 

sPunKy: Just give him a squeeze, and his playful bark can be heard 

when he’s found a good home. 8” 00625-19077-000  $16.00  
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Tested by rock stars—now ready for you. ulTImaTe ears® suPer.FI 5 Pro 

headPhones feature dual-driver in-ear technology to create a concert  

hall experience in the privacy of your head. Their noise-canceling design  

helps create professional-quality sound: It’s music as it was meant to be  

heard. 00625-19078-800  $249.00

Opposite: Take your music to the most unexpected places with the h2o 

audIo® waTerProoF IPod Case and headPhones. This system allows 

you to take your fourth-generation iPod swimming, snowboarding, kayaking—

you name it—it even works underwater! Submersible up to 10 ft. A durable neck 

wrap keeps the waterproof underwater headphones in place during active 

water sports, while a coiled cable helps prevent tangles. Adjustable. Silicone 

earplugs included. (iPod not included.) 00625-19077-900  $119.95  Also 

available for iPod Video®.  00625-19082-900  $129.90

FASCINATING IN ITS FUNCTION.
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You can’t hide good taste. Especially with  

this baCCaraT TenTaTIon neCKlaCe, 

one of 250 in a limited edition, handcrafted 

in 925/1000 silver, clear crystal, onyx  

crystal and black rutile quartz. �ue to the 

unique nature of semi-precious stones,  

each necklace is distinct, and will vary slightly 

from the image shown. 00625-19079-699  

$1,410.00

Classic style with a playful angle. Take a closer peek and you’ll notice the trick: a small, 

angled receptacle for the mouth of the vase. Handcrafted with a sense of fun, this beautiful 

full-lead crystal baCCaraT Fool vase was designed by Philippe Starck as part of the 

Rencontre �arkside Collection. Starck,  perhaps the most well-known artist of the New 

�esign style, is recognized for the functionality of his sculptural works, such as this signed, 

numbered-edition vase.  7 7/8" height. Made in France. 00625-19079-�99  $1,948.00   

ALLURING IN ITS MYSTERY.
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